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Guru Purnima Night, just before the abhishek to Baba 
 
Swami:  Welcome my Dear Divine Souls.  So far Nityaananda and 
Monika T. and Tobias, Tatyana, all those guys they taught pretty 
good information.  First, today by nine-thirty to eleven o’clock, 
around… between that time Baba got the abishek. Lotus flowers 
abishek we want to perform. Either we do tonight or tomorrow 
morning? 
 
Students:  Tonight. 
 
Swami: Because of, the Guru energy is a high flowing today.  
High?   
 
Students: Flowing today.   
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Swami: So let it complete and everybody touch the Baba’s feet and 
participate in the abishek.  Hello, give me some break, guys, come 
you can do later.  Sit as it is, wherever you are, sit like that. Does 
anybody have any questions regarding these guys, their talk?  I'm 
keep listening their talks.  Even I’m laying down and I'm taking 
shower - first let it them to run. So far they did a good job.  Why 
everybody so quiet?  I think today is your final day isn’t it?   Your 
final day, “But Swami did not give any talk. He didn’t even spend 
like more than five hours.”  Yes, my physical body presence day-
by-day step back.  My energy angle, it will come step-by-step in 
the front. For example, Japanese Chandra Nadi distance process, 
already I take care them and I given instructions to the senior 
students.   Think and clarify if you have any questions. 
 
Ganesh:  It’s a question concerning what you said about columns, 
Swami. You mentioned that round columns in Vaastu is 
destructive.  Is there a certain time frame how long it will last until 
the destruction will come? 
 
Swami:  To be honest, never knows, it can bite anytime. 
 
Ganesh:  It can start immediately? 
 
Swami:  Anytime.  There is no time cycle.  That’s it?  So my talk is 
over. 
 
Nityaananda:  I have a question about the talk. 
 
Swami:  Sure. 
 
Nityaananda:  The first is about the Pratibimba Chakra. 
 
Swami:  Bimba-Pratibimba. 
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Nityaananda:  Yes, the Bimba-Pratibimba.  The Guru is using the 
Pratibimba Chakra in the way it makes adjustments, healing and 
enlightenment of the student’s soul.  So when does that start to 
activate in the student, the Pratibimba Chakra?  How do we access 
that? 
 
Swami:  Clearly, I already given that information. Just you go 
through that, guys, all the file.  It’s a huge lengthy subject.  Once 
we start now, it will go onto until tomorrow evening - that much 
subject that is.  I have a question for you.  Today you talked about 
the power object.  How you can make a certain thing, a rock, a 
Shiva Lingam, a statue, as a power object?  How you can do that? 
That's point one question.   
Point two question, what is the in depth of mechanism if one 
person practiced thirty years one process, same process another 
person did three months, that same process, and he got top 
success, you did not? He turned as a powerful healer, as a 
powerful, amazing, experiences… Where is the block? Where is 
the person is missing? Thirty years practiced, three months 
practiced - where is the missing? You surrender, you dedicated, 
you did the exact whatever Swami said.  That person got it, you 
did not got it.  He turned as s powerful healer; you did not.  
Where?  How many people really know? Point three, the 
pyramids, gigantic pyramids, the high powerful cosmic energy, on 
the days it's giving highest vibration,  is the pyramid structure 
giving the vibration, or inside some of the objects is giving 
through the pyramid? 
Number four, Lord Venkateswara statue, it's a Vaastu or his statue 
is giving the power? What is the inner mechanism? Millions of 
people is visiting there with the highest devotion. Please answer 
me. 
 
Nityaananda: So number one was how to make an object into a 
power object?  It has to be linked to the cosmic through a Divine 
Soul, has to have link, so you put a piece of a soul there, a piece of 
an angel there, something that's ultimately linked to the nada 
bindu, to a womb charkra, maybe parakaya pravesh but there has 
to be a link to a soul.  
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Swami: Which soul? 
 
Nityaananda: A Divine Soul… well actually I don't know, maybe 
any soul because every soul is linked to the cosmic. I don't know 
which soul, but you said power objects can be created by human 
beings, by Divine Souls, and by the nature which is connected to 
the Mother directly – the natural ones. Ultimately it has to connect 
to the Divine Mother's womb.  
 
Swami:  Okay. Number two? 
 
Nityaananda: Why one person got success and another didn't? 
Well they both have power objects, they both followed their 
dikshas. I would say it's the relationship with the master, that 
cosmic channel. I mean it's all coming from the Guru Parampara, 
so if Baba likes it, success is there. But maybe their souls are 
getting different outcomes like Tatya was getting Jivan Mukti, and 
so he wasn't getting… 
 
Swami: Diverting the subject. What is the… go again back to the 
beginning. 
 
Nityaananda: Okay, so they both had power objects and they 
followed their dikshas properly, and they had the same faith in 
their master. They had the same student qualities like honesty, 
sincerity and hard work. They won the master's trust and heart in 
the same way.  
 
Swami:  Then? 
 
Nityaananda: I want to say karma but in the Guru Parampara the 
karmas are completely in the hands of the master. 
 
Swami: So indirectly you're blaming on the master? 
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Nityaananda: No, no.  
 
Swami: So what are you talking on it? 
Nityaananda:  Well, I wanted to say karma. I mean not all souls 
are in the same place in their cycles. 
 
Swami: They don't know how to decharge. They don't know?  
 
Students: How to decharge.  
 
Swami: Period. They keep charging it, and they don't know how 
to decharge. Charging is essential - Decharging is more essential. 
If you know how to decharge, yes, you're a powerful, successful 
person. Even before I go inside, I tolded you, just I put it like this 
over to Guru Parampara to decharge. Decharge is the most 
important! Why Shirdi Baba he always is running the fire-pit 
dhuni, throwing the karmas, decharging into the dhuni. Why that 
dhuni is keep running – decharging, it's a decharging. 
Your'e putting the lotus flowers - unbelievable decharging - you're 
pouring on him – decharging, and you're putting a sandalwood 
paste. You're receiving the charging energy. Simple methods. 
 
Nityaananda: So the pyramids, where is that power coming from? 
There's a power object inside. There has to be a source of the high 
vibrations but the shape of it, the earth element, the way it 
interacts with itself, magnetizing and then putting back out the 
same vibration, and then focusing up, then it's creating whatever 
vibrations that are in there becoming very, very amplified. So the 
shape is important, but there's to be a power object in there. 
There's got to be a connection to the cosmic energy. There's got to 
be a link. 
 
Swami: Two reasons: One is power-objects is existing. Second is 
the structure is making high powerful. On the days, they don't 
know how to take care of that highest positive energy, to make it 
balance it. That's why many pyramids got destroyed. It needs to 
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make it keep balance it. Balancing is most important. Once even 
super high positive energy keep going, like high speed, then 
where is a little brake? Little brake - it's important to making the 
brake, He is there for you. Period. Even in my life, Baba, I don’t 
know, all of sudden, out of the blue he started to creating a little 
testings, testings, “Gosh, what I did wrong? Why these headaches 
is came?” To making you little diversion it means, he’s 
concentrating on you.  It means?   
 
Students: He’s concentrating on you.  
 
Swami: Sometimes, maybe testing to make your resistance power 
to come up, how much you really can tolerate it.  You’re walking 
in the street, all of sudden you saw a girl, then you got disturbed.  
You are in love with her, you want to know her phone number, 
her address, and everything - you want to be friendship.  Then 
you started having a relationship.  After a few months later, she 
said, “Bye” she’s walking out.  Then you feel so sad and depressed 
and so heartbroken, “What?  Who is she? Why is she enter in my 
life? Why she disturbed me? And she’s gone.”  Does it make 
sense?  Hello?   
 
Students: Yes.    
 
Swami: “Who is she?  Why she entered in my life?”  It’s total lila. 
Majority, a lot of, even some girls, even they’re attacking, 
throwing the arrows on me, immediately I switched my third eye, 
and I started looking at them as the skeleton, naked, “Ooh, out!  
Out! Get out!” Even they’re bringing a flowers in front of me, just I 
look at that, “Aha, a skeleton is bringing a flowers.”  Immediately 
bridge. Immediately? Bridge, not giving further chance.  Whatever 
they think… we cannot stop the society commentaries, positive 
and negative, but this is the technique.  But the Ramana 
Maharishi, he’s the expert.  He’s the expert on it, next Yogi 
Veemana who founded the gold.  Who?   
 
Students: Founded the gold. 
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Swami: The first person and he’s sitting all the time in the 
graveyard with the naked, and his friend is Abiram. He’s keep 
chanting the poems, the Abiram is keep writing it.  Abiram? Is 
keep writing it.  If you read the Yogi Veemana poems, it’s very 
powerful, more than the Vedas.  It’s very powerful?   
 
Students: More than the Vedas.   
 
Swami: In simple one poem he says,  (Swami recites the poem.) Salt 
and camphor, it looks the same.  After keep going on, seeing the 
taste, it’s different.  All humans looks the same but later on, seeing 
their characterism there’s a different to identify. The simple way, 
he’s giving like a…as a Guru Day Message, pretty good once you 
control your Kama Chakra, then Kala Chakra will support. Once 
the Kala Chakra supports, the divine Guru Parampara will 
support. Once the divine Guru Parampara supports, your process 
will got succeed - period.  This is the most key point.   
Of course in the Ninety-Days’ Program, whatever is happening 
here, every day it’ll keep come to your system by the mail.  Brett, 
you can do that?   
 
Brett: Yes, Swami.   
 
Swami: My speech, whole speech, direct talk?  
  
Brett: Yes, we can set something up.   
 
Swami: You can keep go. Just see, “What’s Swami talking?”  Don’t 
feel you missed it, just one hour, one and half hour, just you go the 
bullet points.  It helps you. But it will be super strong course. Even 
that Vatican, Nityaananda, that CD also, I’m going to put in the 
website with all my commentary, just you can see.  You can?  
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Students: See it. You can see it but you need to make it.  
Nityaananda, you have to be a little bug on me and just…   
 
Nityaananda: Yes, Guruji.   
 
Swami:  Then we can make everything and just give it. And don’t 
disappoint it, the Japanese, “We came and Swami did not even 
spend a little time with us.”   
 
Murai: Yes.   
 
Swami: I will meet with you guys after the abishek five, ten 
minutes, after the group interviews, private interviews is 
completed. Today, I took as a challenge this program. How the 
senior students, they will lead the program.  Upcoming days, how 
they really can satisfy the people?  I’m very happy they did a good 
job but some more little more depth they need to go, training.  
Any questions?  
 
Philip:  Could you talk on the secret of the Kumbamela? 
 
Swami:  They’re all bringing the Shiva cosmic energy. They makes 
the conch sounds and all the Divine souls is gathering in one place 
and they know what they're doing, their processes in that 
Kumbamela point. That whole area is purely Shiva cosmic energy. 
It’s just playing and enjoys that. That’s a very good point, at least 
one time in your life, visit Kumbamela, visit Shirdi.  In your 
lifetime, any one time, it’s important. I spended tons of times, even 
they are talking, ok Himalayas…Manasarova. Even there I went.  
My auditor, Venkatatri, accountant, his wife and daughter, and 
their group, and two people, they went to Manasarova. Three 
people I rejected it, “No, don't come, don’t go.” Anyhow of, by 
forcely they went - they died in the hills with less oxygen. There’s 
less oxygen.  
If you really can catch the big boss feet, Baba feet, “Hey man, I 
don’t know what you do.  I’m your kid, forgive me, bless me. I’ll 
walk in your presence with your footsteps.” Leave it. Leave it. 
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He’ll take care, one hundred percent he’ll take care - that much 
strong, powerful, avadhut…powerful strong avadhut. Sometimes, 
we cannot figure out his testings…un-uh…we cannot figure out. 
My books, I’m recording, re-recording, each word is different - 
two three meanings…how to fix it? But it’s keeps going on, we’ll 
see as a suprisely…Before, I keep talking talking, talking, I’m 
releasing this day, this day, this day, this day. It’s getting 
postponing. It will come out with the beautiful information. What 
time can we start the abishek? After abishek only, we will do the 
arathi. You want to take a little break?  You want to take a fresh 
shower and come back or what?  Hello? 
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  Say yes or no.  
 
Students:  Yes, now. 
 
Swami:  Whenever the process is running, at the time, I think to 
prepare all your lotus flowers and everything how much time it 
takes you?  Are you hearing anything?  
 
Nityaananda: Am I hearing thirty minutes you're saying? 
 
Swami: Thirty minutes huh?  
 
Students:  Yes.  
 
Swami:  So now 9 o’clock…by 30 minutes sharply, everybody 
need to be here, and put the beautiful towels and everything… 
nobody cannot slip out, and the baskets just keep grabbing it. 
Even the menses women, also they can come up…no problem. I 
recommend the menses women, put a bucket of water, just take a 
shower and just come, and whenever the abishek is running just. 
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 Om Sai, Sri Sai, Jai Jai Sai.  
 
Swami:  Done? 
 
Students:  Yes. 
 
Swami:  9:30! 
 
Students:  Thank you Swami.  
 
 

End of Talk 


